RIGGING POINTS
assembly platform
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Exhibition event:
Exhibitor:
Hall:
RIGGING POINTS, assembly platform with operator

• Rigging points and the suspension is allowed in the exhibition halls: B0, B1, Bmiddle, B2, D, D2
• Rigging points can be used for hanging exhibits, advertising banners, footlights, advertising logos etc.
• Price includes assembly and disassembly of rigging point
price in EUR/1point

Rigging point located on the network of points

100,-

Rigging point located outside the network of points

190,-

Rental of electrical assembly platform with operator

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

50,-/hour

NOTICE
Services ordered during assembly will be invoiced by the 50% surcharge and Incheba, Plc.
reserves exclusive right to refuse any order put after deadline.
The Exhibitor/Contractor marks the required rigging points in the project documentation
The maximum load on one rigging point is 50 kg (B0, B1, Bmiddle, B2)
The maximum load capacity of the roof truss of the exhibition halls B0, B1, Bmiddle and B2 cannot
exceed 500kg (that means the sum of the weights at rigging points must be less than 500kg
for 1 roof truss). The maximum load on one ceiling shackle in the halls D and D2 is 230kg for
summer period and 115kg for winter period.
Hanging is only possible on rigging points assigned by Incheba, Plc.
In case it is necessary, Incheba, Plc. can use a combination of 2 and more rigging points
to reach the required place of rigging point by the Exhibitor/Contractor and in such case the
Exhibitor/Contractor undertakes to pay all rigging points that are used.
Incheba, Plc. reserves an exclusive right not to implement rigging points if:
• it is not possible to technically implement the required location
• the rigging points exceed the statically allowed weight load of the roof truss
• the Exhibitor/Contractor failed to send the required documentation within deadline
• the Exhibitor/Contractor failed to pay the invoice for these services
Implementation of suspension points and hanging on roof truss is forbidden in halls A0, A1 and A2
Prices exclude VAT.

The Exhibitor/Contractor hereby declares that he agrees with the General participation terms,
Technical and Safety Regulations and conditions specified in the part “Notice” included in this form.

DATE / STAMP / SIGNATURE

